About GIJN

The need for a sophisticated, multinational corps of investigative reporters has never been greater. We live in a globalized era in which our commerce—and our crimes—are multinational.
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Global Investigative Journalism Network (GIJN)

Description:

The Global Investigative Journalism Network is an international association of journalism organizations that support the training and sharing of information among investigative and data journalists—with special attention to those from repressive regimes and marginalized communities.

Stakeholder(s):

Investigative Journalists:
Investigative journalists are now on the job in more than a hundred countries, following trails and connecting with their colleagues in a more organized, more profound way than ever before. They have become, in effect, the “special forces” of global journalism. To succeed, journalists worldwide need the best training and technology to do their jobs. That’s why the Global Investigative Journalism Network is here.

Data Journalists

GIJN Staff & Consultants

David E. Kaplan: Executive Director
Gabriela Manuli: Deputy Director
Andrea Arzaba: Spanish Editor
Eunice Au: Program Manager
Miraj Ahmed Chowdhury: Bangla Editor
Laura Dixon: Associate Editor
Maxime Domegni: Francophone Africa Editor
Amel Ghani: Urdu Editor
Majdoleen Hasan: Arabic Editor
Caroline Langston Jarboe: Development Director
Anne Koch: Program Director

Mariel Lozada: Spanish Associate Editor
Toby McIntosh: Resource Center Senior Advisor
Cora Moyano: Business Manager
Benon Herbert Oluka: Africa Editor
Alastair Otter: IT Coordinator/Data Editor
Tanya Pampalone: Managing Editor
Brian Perlm: Assistant Editor
Rowan Philp: Reporter
Andrea Romanos: Online Producer
Marthe Rubio: French Editor
Olga Simanovych: Regional Editor
Alexandra Tyan: Regional Associate Editor
Rossalyn Warren: Digital Outreach Director
Bridget Gallagher: Consultant
Ross Settles: Consultant
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Stakeholders (continued)

GIJN Board of Directors

Syed Nazakat:
Regional Representative - Asia/Pacific

Anton Harber:
Regional Representative - Africa

Rana Sabbagh:
Regional Representative - Middle East/North Africa

Fernando Rodrigues:
Regional Representative - Latin America

Eva Jung:
Regional Representative - Europe

Marina Walker Guevara:
Treasurer | Regional Representative - North America

Brant Houston:
Chairperson

Margo Smit:
Vice Chairperson

Estacio Valoi
Carlos Eduardo Huertas
Oleg Khomenok
Paul Radu
Bruce Shapiro:
Secretary
Julia Stein

Vision

Journalists are equipped to do their jobs

Mission

To support the training and sharing of information among investigative and data journalists

Values

Journalism
Training
Data
Information
1. Resources & Networking

*Provide resources and networking services to investigative journalists worldwide*
2. Tools, Techniques & Opportunities

Publish in multiple languages and on multiple platforms the latest tools, techniques and opportunities for those in the field.
3. Conferences & Workshops

*Help organize and promote regional and international training conferences and workshops*
4. Journalism Organizations

Assist in the formation and sustainability of journalism organizations involved in investigative reporting and data journalism around the world
5. Best Practices

Support and promote best practices in investigative and data journalism
6. Documents & Data

Support and promote efforts to ensure free access to public documents and data worldwide
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